1. Introduction

Homogeneous symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) clusters of workstations are widely used to perform high-performance computing. For such clusters to be more effective, communication must be carried out as efficiently as possible.

Data broadcast is one of the most common collective communication operations. It is also the most essential task in parallel and distributed processing. In distributed matrix manipulations such as different algorithms for distributed matrix multiplication [1, 2, 3] or a distributed solution of linear equation systems [4], data broadcast over processor rows and columns occupies almost all of its communication time. Therefore, developing an effective broadcasting algorithm can clearly improve the overall performance.

The broadcast operation requires a message from the root node (sender) to reach all other nodes in the system at the end of the operation.

In this work, we define execution time as the duration between the time when the root starts sending and the time when the last machine receives the entire message. The effectiveness of broadcast algorithms depends on execution time. In our consideration, a large amount of data is to be broadcast. If \( t \) is the time that a pair of nodes spends on sending and receiving \( D \), this should be the theoretical limit of the broadcast operation. By splitting the data into several fragments and then distributing to the destinations them by a cyclic schema, the root can complete its task in that limited time \( t \). At the same time, the destination nodes exchange the fragments of data that they have already received from the root by round-robin scheduling: they can also finish their tasks at almost the same point in time as the root. The aim is to ensure that all nodes are busy at every point in time and make use of all existing communication links during the entire process. As a result, our algorithm can reach the theoretical limit of execution time \( t \).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces related works. Section 3 defines the network model we analyze for our algorithm. Section 4 introduces the round-robin scheduling algorithm and its usage in global data exchange. Section 5 explains the pipelined round-robin broadcast algorithm in detail. Section 6 presents our experimental results. Finally, section 7 provides with our conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

We first consider the broadcast algorithm among \( N_{\text{nodes}} \) nodes. The root sends large data of size \( D \) to all other \( N_{\text{nodes}} - 1 \) nodes.

One of the simplest broadcast algorithms is based on a linear tree topology. In this method, node 0 sends data to node 1, node 1 sends data to node 2, and so on. Since the send and receive operations repeat \( N_{\text{nodes}} - 1 \) times and each time the required time is \( t \), the total cost of this algorithm, execution time, is \( (N_{\text{nodes}} - 1) \times t \), which is higher than that of other proposed algorithms [14]. However, each node (except for the root and last node) spends only...
2 \times t$ for communication. By effective communication computation scheduling, it can perform computation tasks while others are in communication phases. By this way, in spite of an under-optimistic performance, linear tree broadcast algorithm is still acceptable in these cases. Moreover, the linear tree broadcast algorithm can be easily improved by the pipeline approach.

Another simple and well-known broadcast algorithm is based on binomial tree topology [11]. Figure 1 shows the structure of a binomial tree of order 4 as an example. In the first step, the root sends the complete data to node $Nnodes/2$. Next, the root and node $Nnodes/2$ send the data to node $Nnodes/4$ and node $(3/4)\times Nnodes$, respectively. Then, the algorithm is continued recursively. The total cost of the binomial tree broadcast algorithm is $\log(Nnodes) \times t$, which depends on the height of the tree.

There is one more interesting and well-known broadcast algorithm known as the van de Geijn algorithm [11]. This algorithm consists of two phases (Figure 2).

1. Scatter phase: The message is divided and scattered among all nodes by using a binomial tree.

2. Allgather phase: The divided messages are collected by the recursive doubling technique. Then, the entire message becomes available in every node.

The total cost of the van de Geijn algorithm is $2\log_{2}(Nnodes) \cdot \frac{s+2(Nnodes-1)}{Nnodes} \cdot \frac{b}{b}$. The cost of the scatter phase is $s + \frac{s}{2b} + \frac{s}{4b} + \frac{s}{4b} + \cdots = \log_{2}(Nnodes) \cdot s + \frac{(Nnodes-1)}{Nnodes} \cdot \frac{b}{b}$. The cost of the Allgather phase is the same as that of the scatter phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Total costs of broadcast algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Algorithms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear tree (pipelined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binomial tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van de Geijn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoundRobin (pipelined)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the comparison of total cost of various broadcast algorithms. $P$ is the number of nodes; $s$ is the communication delay; $b$ is the network bandwidth and $b$ is the data size.

A large number of broadcast algorithms have been proposed for different network topologies and platforms [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Unfortunately, they are not applicable for our network model.

3. Network Model

Here we list the definitions of our network model.

1. The interconnection network is static, consisting of point-to-point communication links among nodes.

2. The network is homogeneous and fully connected. All the nodes can be treated equally in terms of the local performance, and the communication rates between any pair of nodes are equal. Furthermore, the communication rate between a pair of nodes does not depend on the number of currently active communications of other pairs of nodes. In other words, the backbone bandwidth is sufficiently wide for all the nodes of the network to communicate at their individual full rates.

3. A node can send data to and/or receive data
from only another single node at a time. This assumption is termed one-port communication model.

4. The network is full-duplex. The time required for two nodes to exchange messages of an equal length is equal to the time that they require while one of them sends and the other receives. In other words, a node can send and receive data to/from another node with the same rate as that of sending or receiving only. A majority of the modern switches mostly satisfy this assumption.

5. The time spent to communicate (send and receive, or exchange) a message between two nodes depends on and is in proportion to the message size only. By this assumption, we omit the preparation time and latency, which in some cases occupy a noticeable percentage of the overall communication time. However, by employing sufficiently large messages during communication, we can reduce this percentage such that it can be omitted.

4. Round-Robin Scheduling

4.1 Round-Robin Scheduling Algorithm

Our proposal is based on round-robin scheduling, which is widely employed in sport tournaments. In a round-robin tournament, each participant plays every other one and only one match. With Nnodes participants, in each round, there are Nnodes/2 matches that can be played simultaneously. The number of rounds is Nnodes−1. If Nnodes is odd, we should add a virtual participant to the existing participants. In this case, there will be Nnodes rounds with (Nnodes−1)/2 matches each. In each round, there is one competitor that does nothing if its partner by the schedule is the virtual participant.

In our network model, a participant corresponds to a computation node: a match between two participants is the process of sending and receiving data between the corresponding nodes. All of these pairs can communicate at the same time by sending and/or receiving data by employing their own communication links. The amount of data that each pair of nodes communicates is set to be equal, such that these communication tasks require the same period of time.

In our experiment, we apply the rotating algorithm with 14 participants shown in Figure 3. In each round, the two numbers in a column are the indices of the two players of a match. For example, in round 1, player 1 plays player 14, 2 plays 13, 3 plays 12, and so forth. In the next round, we fix the competitor number 1 and rotate the others clockwise and so on. We continue this action for Nnodes−1 rounds.

4.2 Data Exchange

Suppose that the nodes of the network initially store different pieces of same size of the complete data. We term the process in which all the nodes mutually broadcast their own pieces of data as global data exchange. The round-robin scheduling can be applied directly in this case. We consider an even value of Nnodes. In each round, the pairs of nodes exchange data simultaneously. After Nnodes−1 rounds, all the nodes possess the whole data. If the size of the complete data is D, the size of each part is D/Nnodes. Because the time spent on sending and receiving D is t, the time required for each round is t/Nnodes. In addition, the number of rounds is Nnodes−1. As a result, the time required for the entire data exchange operation is ((Nnodes−1)/Nnodes) × t. This value is also the theoretical limit of the execution time. In fact, it is the time required by a node needs to receive its missing data. The corresponding value for an odd number of nodes can be found similarly. The simplicity of the algorithm is due to the symmetric feature of the operation. Each node stores the same amount of data and plays the same role. However, the broadcast operation is not as simple. It comprises only a single data source for delivering
In order to reach the theoretical limit, we improve the algorithm by adding a pipelined scattering phase. The next section discusses the algorithm in further detail.

5. Pipelined Round-Robin Broadcast

5.1 Terminologies

In this section, we explain terminologies that are used in succeeding sections.

1. Message. Within this work, a message is an atomic unit of data during the communication. A message should be sufficiently large so that its communication costs are in proportion to its size.

2. Segment. A set of \( N_{nodes} - 1 \) messages forms a segment. It is the object of the data exchange operation in an iteration of our algorithm. Segments are indexed from 0 to \( N_{segs} - 1 \), and the number of segments \( N_{segs} \) can be found by \( N_{segs} = \text{datasize}/\text{fragmentsize} \).

5.2 Proposed Algorithm

1. Initial Phase

In the initial phase, the root scatters segment 0 (containing \( N_{nodes} - 1 \) messages) into the remaining \( N_{nodes} - 1 \) nodes. Due to the small size of a segment, we can ignore the costs of this phase.

2. Main Loop

The main loop contains \( N_{segs} - 1 \) iterations. In an iteration, the nodes participate in a round-robin tournament. In the \( k^{th} \) iteration, the root scatters the messages of segment \( k + 1 \) to the destinations, while the destinations exchange the data of segment \( k \). After the completion of the iteration, all the destinations should receive the entire segment \( k \) and a message of segment \( k + 1 \). The pseudo codes for the \( k^{th} \) iteration for the destination and root node are shown in Figure 4 and 5, respectively. The number of players (\( members \)) of the tournament can be found by adding a virtual player to \( N_{nodes} \) if \( N_{nodes} \) is odd:

\[
\text{members} = (N_{nodes} \% 2 == 0) ? N_{nodes} : (N_{nodes} + 1)
\]

3. Final Phase

In the final phase, since the root has already scattered all of its data, it does nothing. The destinations exchange the messages of the last segment. Similar to the initial phase, we can ignore the costs of the final phase. As a result, the performance of the algorithm can be evaluated by determining the costs of just the main loop.

Figure 6 illustrates the initial phase and the first iteration of the main loop with \( N_{nodes} = 4 \) and node 0 as the data source. In this figure, a cell represents a memory space reserved for a message, and the first three data segments are shown. The colored and blank cells represent memory spaces with and without corresponding data, respectively. Initially, the three destination nodes have no data, and their cells are blank. The arrow denotes a sending and receiving operation. The bidirectional arrow denotes a mutual data exchange operation. Since \( N_{nodes} = 4 \), there are 3 rounds in each
iteration. Node 0 in turn sends a message to the destination. In a round, the destinations receive a message from the source or exchange an existing message with another destination depending on whether or not its partner is the root. As shown in the figure, after the first iteration, every destination receives the entire data segment 0 and a piece of data segment 1. Continuing with the next iterations, it can fill the complete data without idling.

5.3 Performance

We can determine the overall broadcast time by determining execution time of any node. Let us consider the root with different values of Nnodes. Its execution time includes active and idle times. Active time is the period of time when it actually sends data to others. Idle time is the period of time when it does nothing during the matches in which its partner is the virtual player (if any).

1. Nnodes = 2

Obviously, this is the simple case of sending and receiving data. The execution time is $t$. No broadcast algorithm is required.

2. ($Nnodes > 2$) && ($Nnodes%2 ==0$)

There is no virtual player and the root always has a partner to send its data. As a result, the execution time is $t$ again, the theoretical limit.

3. ($Nnodes > 2$) && ($Nnodes%2 ==1$)

The active time of the root is $t$. In an iteration, the root is idle in one match and active in $Nnodes-1$ matches. Therefore, its idle time can be found by $t/(Nnodes-1)$ and the execution time can be found by:

$t + (t/(Nnodes-1)) = (Nnodes/( Nnodes-1 )) \times t$.

It is interesting to note that the execution time reduces with increasing number of nodes. Table 2 lists the broadcast time corresponding to some odd values of Nnodes.

6. Experimental Results

We implement the algorithm on a PC cluster connected via a gigabit switch by MPI programming [13]. Our cluster includes 16 computation nodes with Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz processors. We use Fedora Core and MPICH 1.2.7 in our experiment. As compiler, we use ICC (Intel C compiler 9.0). The data size is 30 million double precision numbers, which is equivalent to 1.92 Gbits. The message size is 500 Kbits. Figure 7 and 8 illustrate the execution time of the broadcast algorithms we mentioned in this paper. The performance of the linear broadcast that we omit from the figure is the worst one.

The pipelined round-robin broadcast shows the best performance in both the cases the constant number of nodes but increasing size of data and the case of constant size of data but increasing number of nodes.

The pipelined linear broadcast can reach the theoretical limit of the execution time with a large amount of data [11]. Unfortunately, in our network model (assumption 3), it is not possible to realize a node that receives a message from the previous node and sends a message to the next node at the
same time (we term this type of communication as data transfer). However, we can send and receive a message at the same time between two nodes, and this feature is suitable for the pipelined round-robin broadcast algorithm (we term this type of communication as data exchange). As a result, the execution time of data transfer is approximately twice that of data exchange in communication experiments on our cluster.

Our network model cannot achieve the ideal performance discussed earlier. The time it requires to broadcast over a large number of nodes is approximately twice that in the case of two nodes. This is incident which is explained by the network model. Not all the assumptions for the fully connected network are satisfied by our experimental cluster. The links between nodes are switched and not static. When the number of nodes is large, the costs of network switching may become noticeable. Besides, the number of working links may also affect the communication rate. Due to these reasons, we are unable to reach the time limit in the actual experiment.

7. Conclusion and future work

In an ideal homogeneous, fully connected, and full-duplex network, the pipelined round-robin broadcast algorithm can reach the theoretical minimum limit of the execution time with a large data size. With any large number of nodes of a cluster, the time it spends for the entire broadcast operation is exactly equal to the time required by a pair of nodes to transfer data from one node to another. The round-robin scheduling algorithm allows the nodes to communicate simultaneously and thereby utilize all the available links at any point in time. The look-ahead scattering technique makes data available for exchanging between the destinations nodes all the time.

There is scope for improvement in the performance of the actual broadcast operation. For example, we may run the experiment using different message sizes and obtain the best value for it. Another option is to improve the broadcast schedule in order to minimize the number of switching operations, thereby reducing the preparation overheads. We intend to address above mentioned issues in our research in the near future.
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